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This is a matrix element of a bare SCET operator
which still needs to be renormalized The fact that the
coefficient of the e pole depends on the collinear and

ultra soft and hence low energy scales appears to be
troublesome at first sight since the counterterms

removing the divergences must be of UV nature On

second look however we see that

in In en In

only depends on the hard scale Q It is thus consistent

to interpret these poles as UV divergences

We define the renormalized SCET current operator as

VI
are

Zy p VIET p

The matrix elements of the renormalized current operator
are finite i e free of poles In the 145 scheme

one obtains

Zuck 1 In 0144






































































































































2

The matrix element of the renormalized current is then
givenby

q pa VIET p q pi

ññ Pa 81 Un Pe

1 en 1m en

In Ink 8 c
5

Derivation of the Wilson coefficient

The matching relation for the renormalized vector
current takes the form

4814 Cv Q p VIET p
We can derive the one loop expression for the hard

matching coefficient Cr Q µ by comparing the
above result for the renormalized SCET matrix
element with the result for the Sudakov form
factor in QCD which reads

q pa 7814 q pi w̅ pa 8 u pe

1 f 2 en en en In c

O P
Q2






































































































































3

Matching the two expressions we find

Cula p 1 L en 3 en 8 I
only depends on hard scale Q

VI RG Evolution Equations

The scale dependence of the renormalized SCETcurrent

operator is determined by the differential equation

Mof Wet p Tv Q µ VIET p

really n Pe ñ Pc

One can show that to all orders of perturbation theory
the anomalous dimension Tv is given by

coefficient of pole

Tv Q µ 2as Z µ

see e g myLesHouches lectures in 1901 06573

Using our result from above we find at one looporder

T Q p CE en 0125






































































































































4

The appearance of a logarithm of m in an anomalous

dimension is a new feature of SCET It is

characteristicof Sudakov problems in which the perturbation
series contains two powers of logarithms for each
power of s One can show that to all orders

Tv Q µ Fausp as en K as

single log

From the fact that the vector current in full QCD is
not renormalized Noether's theorem it then follows
that

M Cv Q µ VIET p 0

H

Mof Cv Q µ Fausp as en K as Cv Q µ

renormalizationgroupequation

Teasp is called the light like cusp anomalousdimension
It is known to 4 loop order in QCD The quantity 8

is known at 3 loop order At leading order we have

Fausp as CEs K as CIT






































































































































5

The general solution to the RGE is

Cr Q µ C Q gun

initial condition

exp Tausplays en vk.ws
Mh

At the hard watching scale in Q the initial
condition Q mn for the Wilson coefficient is free
of large logarithms and can be calculated reliably
using perturbation theory For instance with µn Q
we have

Cu Q ph 1 8 065

The above solution can then be used to evolve the
Wilson coefficients to scales µkQ in such a way
that the large logarithms

shen K 2n

are resummed to all orders in ds

see problem set 2 for more details
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VIII Decoupling of Ultra Soft Gluons

Ultra soft gluous couple to collinear fields through the
eikonal interaction

In x in 2 gs n Ac x gs n Aus x En x

In analogy with HQET the'scoupling can be removed

by a field redefinition i e newfields
L

En x Sulx 3n x

Act x Sulx Alik s x_

Wo x Sulx Wc x stuck

where note nh not ñt

Sulx I exp igsfjdtnt.Auslxtn.tl unitary

is a soft Wilson line along the light like direction n
Note that this has the form of an ultra softgauge
transformation with Us x Sn x Using the property

in 2 gs n Aus x Sn x Sn x_ in 2

which follows from in Dus Sn x 0 one finds
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that

In x in 2 gs n Ac x gs n Aus x 1 In x

5 x Sit x Sn x_ in 2 gs n A x n x

5 x in D x 5 x

This field redefinition thus removes the ultra soft
gluon field from the leading order SCET Lagrangian
The same trick also works for the pure gluonterms
in the Lagrangian

The ultra soft decoupling transformation is the key to

deriving factorizationtheorems in SCET Like in HQET

it does not imply that ultra soft interactions disappear

entirely Rather it means that as far as their
couplings to ultra soft gluon are concerned collinear

particles behave like light like Wilson lines The
ultra soft gluons will reappear when we consider

external operators such as currents built out

of two or more types of collinear fields
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For the example of the 2 jet vector current the
decoupling transformation implies

I 814 Cy Q2 5 We o 81 Wth o

Cy Q2 5ÉWÉ O 81 SI o Salo W o

E C EC
r 7

decoupling

us us

messenger three decoupled sectors

The Sudakov form factor then factorizes into four
distinct objects each characterized by a single scale

n
hardfunction

7

jet functions
c 7 wife i

nee cell soft function
ñh

us

This is an example of a factorization formula



g

In the following two lectures we will discuss specific

examples of factorization theorems for some concrete
physical processes

To finish off this lecture let me note that the appearance

of the two soft Wilson lines is responsiblefor the cusp
anomalousdimension in the anomalous dimension of the
SCET current operator

S 5h10 my ñ closed Wilson loop
with a cusp at 0

with angle

cosh phi 0

The quantity Pcusp as is related to the time like cusp
anomalous dimension which we have discussed in
the context of HQET see p 9 lecture 2 by

lim T
o

teaspass

HQÉT
light like cusp anomalous
dimension of SCET

571

really Rusp as0 Peus
p g

const as


